Susan Gordon
30-Year National Security Leader, Former Principal Deputy Director of National Intelligence
VIRTUAL OFFERING: Sue is available to deliver the below talks virtually, infusing topical leadership and national
security insights regarding current events into her presentations.
VIRTUAL OFFERING: Effective Leadership Under Threats and Crisis. Throughout her 30+ year service in the
intelligence community, Sue Gordon led her teams through complex and constantly changing environments,
managed rapidly evolving threats, and embraced innovation to adapt and thrive in challenging circumstances. In
this talk, she shares her leadership lessons-learned, motivating audiences to put innovation into action and lead
through change.
The Future of National Security. As the country’s former number two ranking intelligence official, Sue Gordon
shares with audiences the opportunities and challenges that are facing the intelligence community and the need
for innovation and technological advancement in order to keep up. She draws on her experience leading at every
level of the Intelligence Community (IC) – including launching In-Q-Tel, a private, non-profit company that
accelerates the development and delivery of cutting-edge technologies to national security agencies – to
showcase the important role of business in national security and the growing need to bolster the relationship
between the public and private sectors to implement faster and more innovative solutions. In a world of data
abundance and novel 21st century challenges like cyber security and rapid technological advancements, Gordon
explains to audiences that it is crucial to be transparent, agile, and integrated together, and shares her story on
how she did just that for the IC.
The Shifting Landscape of Cyber Security in a Hyper-Connected World. In a world where all actions (and threats)
are to and through data, former Principal Deputy Director of National Intelligence, Sue Gordon, explains the shift
in cyber security that has come with global accessibility. Having served more than three decades in the
Intelligence Community, she advises audiences that protection from historic advantage and physical distance has
been eradicated and that the balance of power has changed. Gordon shares insights about our current cyber
security challenges, how they will likely play out on the global stage, and what organizations need to know to
protect themselves. She provides actionable strategies for businesses to adapt to these new challenges, all told
through her straightforward yet warm speaking style.
The Craft of Leadership: How to Put Innovation into Action. According to one of the most accomplished leaders in
the history of national security, Sue Gordon, leadership is not a born trait, but rather a craft that can be learned
and refined. In this captivating presentation, she draws on her over 30-year experience leading teams at every
level of the Intelligence Community to not only provide audiences with an actionable framework for becoming an
effective leader, but also inspire them to lead accomplishment through change and innovation. Recognized for
her creative executive leadership through many awards, Gordon shares key leadership principles such as
courage, self-awareness, resilience, and most importantly decision-making, to take the leap into uncertainty,
challenge the status quo, and maximize one’s success as a leader. Groups will walk away with a better
understanding of the power of leadership, what innovative leadership will look like in the future, and inspired to
optimize their own teams and businesses for success.
21st Century Disruption: Strategies to Navigate a New and Different World. With over 30 years of legendary
national security service, Sue Gordon has learned to “see the world as it is, not as she prefers it to be.” In this
talk, she reflects on the changed world in which we find ourselves today – one with ubiquitous technology, perfect
connectivity, and unlimited data – and how this has disrupted the traditional ways we operate. In a new world of
global accessibility, Gordon candidly challenges audiences to discover ways to do things new, using personal
lessons-learned from her career in national security and practical real-world examples to provide strategies for
adapting to disruption.
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